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Summary
Conditional compilation with preprocessors like `cpp` is a simple but effective means to implement variability. By annotating code fragments with `#ifdef` and `#endif` directives, different program variants with or without these fragments can be created, which can be used (among others) to implement software product lines. Although, preprocessors are frequently used in practice, they are often criticized for their negative effect on code quality and maintainability. We show how simple tool support – views, visualizations, disciplined annotations, and variability-aware type systems – can address these problems and emulate some benefits of modularized implementations. Instead of separating source code into files, we pursue a "virtual separation of concerns".
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1 Introduction
The C preprocessor `cpp` and similar lexical tools are broadly used in practice to implement variability. By annotating code fragments with `#ifdef` and `#endif` directives, these can later be excluded from compilation. With different compiler options, different program variants with or without these fragments can be created.

The usage of `#ifdef` and similar preprocessor directives, as exemplified in the code fragment below, has evolved into a common way to implement software product lines. Commercial product-line tools like those from `pure::systems` or `BigLever` explicitly support preprocessors. A software product line is a set of related software systems (variants) in a single domain, generated from a common managed code base [2]. For example, in the domain of embedded data management systems, different variants are needed depending on the application scenario: with or without transactions, with or without replication, with or without support for flash drives, with different power-saving algorithms, and so forth. Variants of a product line are distinguished in terms of features, which are domain abstractions characterizing commonalities and differences between variants – in our example, transactions, replication, or flash support are features. A variant is specified by a feature selection, e.g., the data-
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management system with transactions but without flash support.

```c
//Adapted code excerpt of Oracle's Berkeley DB
static int _ _rep_queue_fileededone(dbenv, rep, rfp)
  DB_ENV *dbenv;
  REP *rep;
  _ _rep_fileinfo_args *rfp; 
  #ifdef NO_QUEUE
    COMPUITF(rep, NULL);
  #else
    return (_ _db_no_queue_am(dbenv));
  #endif

  // over 100 further lines of C code
  }
#endif
```  

By this point, many readers may already object to preprocessor usage — and in fact, preprocessors are heavily criticized in literature as summarized in the claim "ifdef Considered Harmful" [11]. Numerous studies discuss the negative effect of preprocessor usage on code quality and maintainability [4, 5, 11]. The use of #ifdef and similar directives breaks with the fundamentally accepted concept of separation of concerns and is prone to introduce subtle errors. Many academics recommend limiting or entirely abandoning the use of preprocessors and instead implement product lines with 'modern' implementation techniques that encapsulate features in some form of modules, such as components and frameworks [2], feature modules [10], aspects [9], and others.

Here, we take sides with preprocessors. We show how simple extensions of concepts and tools can avoid many pitfalls of preprocessor usage and we highlight some unique advantages over contemporary modularization techniques in the context of product-line development. Since we aim for separation of concerns without dividing feature-related code into physically separated modules, we name this approach virtual separation of concerns.

We do not intend to give a definitive answer on how to implement a product line (actually, we are not sure ourselves and explore different paths in parallel), but we want to bring preprocessors back into the race and encourage research toward novel preprocessor-based approaches.

2 Criticism

There are many arguments against lexical preprocessors, but the two most common are their lack of separation of concerns and their sensitivity to subtle errors.

Separation of concerns. Instead of separating all code that implements a feature into a separate module (or file, class, package, etc.), a preprocessor-based implemen-

Sensitivity to subtle errors. Using preprocessors can easily introduce errors at different levels that can be very difficult to detect. This already begins with simple syntax and type errors. Developers are prone to simple errors like annotating a closing bracket but not the opening one as illustrated in the code excerpt above (the opening bracket in Line 5 is closed in Line 18 only when feature NO_QUEUE is not selected). We introduced this error deliberately, but such errors can easily occur in practice and are difficult to detect. The scattered nature of feature implementations intensifies this problem. The compilers cannot detect such errors, unless the developer (or customer) eventually builds a variant with a problematic feature combination (with NO_QUEUE in our case). However, since there are so many potential variants \( 2^n \) variants for \( n \) independent optional features, we might not compile variants with a problematic feature combination during initial development. Simply compiling all variants is also not feasible, due to their huge number, so, even simple syntax and type errors might go undetected for a long time. The bottom line is that errors are found only late in the development cycle, when they are more expensive to fix.

3 Virtual Separation of Concerns

Instead of suggesting abandoning preprocessors in favor of more 'modular' mechanisms, as most critics do, we investigate how we can improve preprocessors. We have developed tool support that achieves a virtual separation of concern. Although we cannot claim to eliminate all disadvantages, we will point out some new opportunities and unique advantages that preprocessors offer.

3.1 Separation of Concerns

One of the key motivations of modularizing features is that developers can find all code of a feature in one spot and reason about it without being distracted by other concerns. Clearly, a scattered, preprocessor-based implementation does not support this kind of lookup and reasoning, but the core question "what code belongs to this feature" can still be answered by tool support in the form of views [6].
With relatively simple tool support, it is possible to create an (editable) view on the source code by hiding all irrelevant code of other features. That is, we filter irrelevant files from a file browser and hide irrelevant code from editor windows (technically, this can be implemented like code folding in modern IDEs). In the code excerpt below, we show a view on feature NO_QUEUE.

Note that we cannot simply remove everything that is not annotated by `#ifdef` directives, because we could end up with completely unrelated statements. Instead, we need to provide some context (italic and gray; e.g., in which function is this statement located) and indicate hidden code (`[']`). Interestingly, similar context information is also present in modularized implementations in the form of extension points and interfaces.

```c
static int _rep_queue_filedone[]
#else
COMPQUIET(rep, NULL);
#else
fireStackChanged();
#endif

With simple tool support for providing views, we can even emulate challenging problems of modular approaches, such as the expression problem [12] or the implementation of feature interactions [3]: Relevant source code can simply appear in multiple views.

In addition to views on individual features, (editable) views on variants are possible. That is, a tool can show the source code that would be generated for a given feature selection and hide all remaining code of unselected features. This goes beyond the power of modular approaches, with which the developers have to reconstruct the behavior of multiple components/plug-ins/aspects in their minds. Especially, when many fine-grained features interact, from our experience, views can be a tremendous help. Although some desirable features such as separate compilation or modular type checking cannot be achieved with views, in a similar context, Atkins et al. have measured an increase in developer productivity with views by 40% [1].

Beyond views, we also explored different visual representations of annotations that obfuscate the source code less. Among others we explored representing annotations with background colors at tool level, instead of using textual directives at source-code level. In the example below, we annotate a synchronization feature in Java code with a background color. With these fine-grained annotations at substatement level, the source code would have been highly obfuscated with traditional `#ifdef` directives. Background colors and similar visual support are especially helpful for long and nested annotations, which may otherwise be hard to track. We are aware of some potential problems of using colors (e.g., humans are only able to distinguish a certain number of colors), but still, there are many interesting possibilities to explore.

```c
class Stack {
    void push(Object o, Transaction txn) {
        if (o==null || txn==null) return;
        lock = txn.lock(o);
        elementData[size++] = o;
        l.unlock();
        fireStackChanged();
    }
}
```

### 3.2 Sensitivity to Subtle Errors

Also various kinds of errors that can easily occur with `#ifdef` annotations can be detected by adding tool support. We illustrate how disciplined annotations can help regarding syntax errors and how new variability-aware type systems can help regarding type errors. (We did not focus on semantic errors, such as deadlocks, because they are not a specific problem of annotations but can occur equally in modular implementations.)

Disciplined annotations are an approach to limit the expressive power of annotations in order to prevent syntax errors, without restricting the preprocessor’s applicability to practical problems. Syntax errors arise from lexical preprocessor usage that considers a source file as plain text, in which every token (including individual brackets) can be annotated. A safer way to annotate code is to consider the underlying structure of the code and allow programmers to annotate (and thus remove) only entire syntactical program elements, such as classes, functions, and statements. We say an annotation is disciplined, if it aligns with the underlying structure. In our code example, the DIAGNOSTIC annotation is disciplined as it aligns with a local declaration, whereas the else branch of the NO_QUEUE annotation is undisciplined. By enforcing disciplined annotations, we can guarantee that variant generation will not introduce syntax errors in any variant.

In addition, disciplined annotations enable a clear mapping from features to code structures (instead of lexical tokens), which is beneficial for many tools, including views and type systems. Technically, disciplined annotations require more elaborate tools, which have a basic understanding of the underlying artifacts. Such tools check whether annotations with a traditional preprocessor are in a disciplined form (this is equivalent to modular approaches, in which each module can be checked for syntax errors in isolation). Alternatively, there are tools like CIDE [6] that manage annotations at tool level and ensure that only structural elements can be annotated in the first place.

Variability-aware type systems can check that all variants in the product line are well-typed (i.e., can be compiled), without checking each variant in isolation [8]. This detects typical problems, such as functions or types that are removed in some variants but still referenced,
like in the code fragment below (such problems that are less common in modular approaches since often common interfaces and separate compilation are used).

```c
int[] readData() { ... }
#ifdef WRITE
int storeData(...) { ... }
#endif
int main() {
  readData();
  ... 
  storeData(...);
}
```

Whereas a conventional type system checks whether it can resolve all function calls, our variability-aware type system knows about variability and checks whether all function calls can be resolved in all variants. If both, reference and target are annotated with the same feature, the reference can be resolved in every variant; otherwise, we have to check the relationship between both annotations (the call’s annotation must imply the target’s annotation, a check that we can encode and solve efficiently with SAT solvers). If there is any variant in which the target but not the reference is removed (as in our example above), the type system issues an error. That is, the entire product line is checked in a single step by comparing annotations of all invocations and their respective targets, instead of checking every variant in isolation.

A variability-aware type system can efficiently check entire product lines, usually with almost constant overhead, avoiding the exponential explosion of checking variants in isolation. Type checking annotations emulates some form of modules and dependencies between them. So instead of specifying that one component imports another, we check these dependencies in scattered code using relationships between features in a product line. With disciplined annotations and variability-aware type systems, we avoid or detect the typical problems that make preprocessors so error-prone.

### 3.3 Unique Advantages of Preprocessors

Despite all their problems, preprocessors also have unique advantages over modular approaches.

First, and most important, preprocessors have a very simple programming model: Developers annotate and optionally remove code. Preprocessors are very easy to use and understand. In contrast to modular approaches, no new languages, tools, or processes have to be learned. We conjecture that this simplicity drives practitioners to still use preprocessors despite all disadvantages.

Second, preprocessors are usually language independent and provide a uniform experience when annotating different artifact types. We applied our tools mostly to Java code, but explored also C code, C# code, Haskell code, grammars, documentation and other artifact types. Instead of providing a tool or language extension per language (e.g., AspectJ for Java, AspectC for C, Aspect-UML for UML), preprocessors (and most improvements) can be applied uniformly across languages.

Finally, annotating code does not prohibit traditional means of separation of concerns. In fact, it is reasonable to still decompose the system into modules and use preprocessors only where necessary. Preprocessors only add additional expressiveness, where traditional modularization techniques come to their limits regarding crosscutting concerns or multi-dimensional separation of concerns [12]. In exactly those cases, views on scattered code can be helpful for understanding. We even explored automated refactorings from annotations to modular implementations (and vice versa) [7].

### 3.4 Tools and Evaluation

We implemented all presented improvements in our prototype product-line tool CIDE, available as open source at http://fosd.net/CIDE. We evaluated the concepts and their combinations with 13 non-trivial case studies, including a product-line version of the database system Berkeley DB. We proved correctness of the variability-aware type system formally for a subset of Java.

To evaluate visualizing annotations with background colors, we conducted controlled experiments.

Currently, we explore scaling variability-aware type checking to the Linux kernel with over 10 000 features, all implemented with #ifdef directives and build system variability.

### 4 Conclusion

We have argued that preprocessors are not beyond hope for product-line development. With little tool support, we can address many problems for which preprocessors are often criticized. Views on the source code emulate modularity and separation of concerns, and disciplined annotations and variability-aware type systems detect implementation errors. Together, we name these efforts virtual separation of concerns, because, even though features are not physically separated into modules, a separation is emulated by tools. While we do not eliminate all problems of preprocessors (for example, separate compilation is still not possible), preprocessors also have some distinct advantages like ease of use and language uniformity.

We do not have a definitive answer whether physical or virtual separation of concerns is better (and this depends very much on what one measures). We are investigating different approaches in parallel and have a look at possible integration scenarios. With our work, we want to encourage researchers to overcome their prejudices (usually from experience with cpp) and to consider annotation-based implementations. At the same time, we want to encourage current practitioners that are currently using preprocessors to look for improvements. Since tool support is necessary for product-line implementation anyway, it is well worth investing also into tool support.
for new preprocessors and virtual separation of concerns. Give preprocessors a second chance!
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